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The proposal
Governments should establish a people’s endowment of common assets and
move toward financing activities—such as government spending and a dividend for
all citizens—via the endowment rather than solely via taxation. The establishment of
a people’s endowment will help reorient our thinking about how the government
serves the people’s interest, and provide both financial and environmental benefits for
current and future generations. There are two steps toward establishing an
endowment.
The first step is to start doing what a few governments have already done to
move in this direction. In recent decades, some national and regional governments
have established financial endowments, called “sovereign wealth funds” (SWFs). An
SWF is a pool of financial assets held by the government in the name of the people.
Usually, SWFs are set up by resource-exporting polities in hopes of turning a
temporary resource windfall into a permanent income stream. Such a government
deposits some of its resource revenue into an SWF, which becomes a financial
endowment producing returns every year in perpetuity. One SWF, the Alaska
Permanent Fund (APF) pays a regular dividend, called the Permanent Fund Dividend
(PFD), to citizen-residents of Alaska. While the fund ensures that the temporary
windfall becomes permanent, the dividend ensures that every Alaskan, now and in the
future, benefits from the state’s windfall.1 The potential for creating similar
arrangements is enormous. Right now, few of the world’s extractive industries pay
governments the market value of the resources they extract. Governments devote little
of their resource revenue to SWFs. And only one of those SWFs pays a dividend.
The second step is to realize that financial assets are not all there is to an
endowment. Physical assets—our resources and our environment—are the most
significant part of the people’s endowment. Physical assets are the source of funds for
all the world’s SWFs. Government’s very attempt to take profit from oil and gas
industries is a step toward treating these assets as an endowment, but it is only a small
step, and they only hint at the mindset that goes along with a people’s endowment.
Common assets (include the atmosphere, the water system, mineral rights, etc.)
belong to both current and future generations. Resources should either remain in
common for the direct benefit of the people, or they should be privatized for the profit
of people. Government—or whatever institution the people give authority over their
endowment—needs to act as custodian, caretaker, of all the people’s interest in that
endowment. The goal of the custodian of an endowment is not to maximize the
revenue from the endowment, but to maximize the total value of the endowment
balancing financial and nonfinancial concerns. The profit earned by sale or leasing

assets has to be sufficient to justify the loss of those assets to the common pool. Very
often the tradeoff isn’t worth it. Yet, I know of no government that even makes a
pretense of doing any such accounting today.
Once we begin to look for it opportunities, it becomes clear that the reserves
of oil, gas, and precious minerals that fund most of the world’s SWFs are only a small
part of the assets under government control. The broadcast spectrum, the central bank
and its dependent banking sector, the atmosphere, the surface water system, and so on
are just as much common assets as oil and gas reserves. When you think about how
many common assets are available for a people’s endowment, it becomes obvious
what a poor job most governments do of being a custodian of those resources.
Currently, most common assets are managed for the benefit of neither current nor
future generations. For the most part, the profits privatized common assets go almost
entirely to wealthy private individuals and corporations.2 Putting these assets into an
endowment will increase both the revenue governments earn from private use of
common assets and our ability to protect those assets.
Once we have an endowment, I propose we devote half of its yearly returns to
regular government spending and the other half of it to a dividend for all the people—
in recognition of their shared ownership of their common resources.3 A dividend is
important not simply to relieve the effects of poverty, inequality, and economic
uncertainty. A dividend is important to ensure that every single person in whose name
the endowment is held actually benefits from that endowment.
The rest of this essay will examine how a people’s endowment might work
and why it would lead to better environmental, social, and economic policy with a
longer-term outlook.

Reasons for and possibilities of a people’s endowment
Under the endowment model, anyone who seeks to privatize otherwise
common resources needs to pay a price upfront sufficient to make that privatization
worthwhile for those who lose access to the common resource and do not gain private
ownership of it. This is not the usual model of socialism, in which governments
control and manage industries. A government with an endowment merely manages
the terms on which it leases resources to private individuals and businesses. It is up to
those private agents interacting in a market to decide how to use those resources. The
endowment model is consistent with a large or a small government sector, and it
could be used alongside conventional taxation.
The endowment model is very far from the conventional way governments
treat resources, but it is typical of the way most or all private agents treat the
resources they control. Two comparisons will help illustrate how inadequately
governments manage the people’s resources.
Imagine a successful farmer who wants her farm to benefit her children and
their descendants. Consider four options. (1) She could bequeath the farm to them,
individually or jointly. (2) She could sell the farm and put the money into a trust that
will pay dividends to then. (3) She could rent out the farm splitting the rent among her
descendants. (4) She could create some kind of land trust so that the farm will always
be available as a family park. All of these options treat the farm as her family’s
endowment.
Now consider an option no private landholder would take seriously: The
farmer could simply give away the farm to a corporation on the hope that it will

employ some of her descendants and that subsequent economic activity would end up
benefiting all of them. Although no farmer who actually thought of his resources as
her family’s endowment would do such a thing with the resources under control, this
is exactly what governments do over and over again with common assets they control
in their peoples’ names. Giving away resources, governments not only create
inequality of wealth and income; they also cede unequal control of those resources
and the revenue they generate. They thereby create entrenched interests that become
powerful in the public decision-making process for generations to come.
Consider how so many non-government institutions—such as museums,
universities, NGOs, and wealthy families—have endowments made up of both
financial assets they use to generate income and physical assets used to further the
institution’s mission directly (such as items on display at a museum, the buildings on
a university campus, or a family home).4 In many cases, universities’ financial
portfolios grow as their campuses get larger and more elaborate. Harvard’s financial
endowment is over $32 billion, having risen from $17 billion in 2001.5 Its managers
claim to have delivered an average annual return of more than 12% per year over the
last 20 years.6 In addition, Harvard real estate holdings have increased greatly in
recent years, now including thousands of acres of land and hundreds buildings.7 If a
small institution like Harvard can accumulate growing investments over time, why
can’t a large institution, like the United State government, do the same?
If Thomas Piketty’s recent findings are correct, we should expect many
capital-holding institutions to grow over time. He presents a great deal of historical
evidence that the returns to capital have tended to exceed the economic growth rate
for most of the last two centuries.8 If so, any capital-holding institution (whether a
family, a business, or a non-profit enterprise) can grow its endowment over time as
Harvard has, as long as it spends less than its returns each year.
In light of these examples, it seems strange that governments don’t already
have large and growing endowments. They control more assets than any private
institution, yet the assets they control don’t follow the typical pattern: the commons
tends to shrink in size and value every year to privatization and pollution.
Governments seldom build up financial (or any other) assets in return for all that it
has given to private industry. While Harvard started with a few books and a few
buildings, the United States has at one time or another claimed direct control over
most of its nearly 3.7 million square miles of land area—a territory that contains
enormously valuable land and resources. The ownership of most of that land has
passed into private hands, but the U.S. government has built up no financial
endowment in exchange for all of that privatization.9 Governments have acted neither
as good custodians of the environment nor as profit maximizing sellers of resources.
It doesn’t have to be that way. It’s not too late for the government to establish
an endowment from the resources we all still share. Doing so, it will change some of
the way we look at the role of citizens in a democracy. People tend to think of taxes as
a mandatory fee for service. The government provides services such as education,
welfare police, military protection, and so on, and the people pay taxes in exchange.
Thus, their claim to deserve something from the government comes from their being a
“taxpayer.” This view has a number of problems, not least the antidemocratic
implication that the more you pay the more services you deserve and the greater role
you should have in decision making.
To the extent an endowment is in place, individuals pay the government for
access to the people’s resources. They act as customers of the government, not for the
purchase of services but for the right to hold property that would otherwise belong to

everyone. Citizens are entitled to receive services and/or direct payments from the
government because they are co-owners of the resources they put under the
government’s care.

SWFs: a positive step but a limited example
SWFs—especially Alaska’s dividend-paying APF—provide an example of
how governments can use endowments to benefit people, but they represent only a
limited application of the wider endowment strategy, and their example might give
people the impression that the possibilities of a resource endowment are more limited
then they really are. This section discusses what we can learn from the SWF example.
Later sections discuss how at why it should be widened.
Alaska created the APF in 1974 when it began exporting oil from the North
Slope. It began paying out the PFD in 1982. Over the last 10 years (2004-2013), the
dividend has averaged about $1,213 per year for every individual or about $4,853 for
a family of four. Despite paying nearly $20 billion in dividends over more than 30
years, the APF is now worth more than $50 billion.10 So far, the APF and PFD have
been instrumental in helping Alaska avoid the resource curse, in which the people of
many resource-exporting nations fail to benefit from their resource exports or in
which those benefits prove temporary. If nothing else, all Alaskans have benefited in
one direct way from Alaska’s oil. Very few resource-exporting regions can make that
claim. Mexico and Nigeria, for example, have exported a lot of oil, but it is hard to
say how or whether the poorest Mexicans and Nigerians have benefited.11
The APF and PFD also ensure the future generations will continue to benefit
from Alaska’s temporary oil windfall. The fund and its dividend are financially
sound. The state might choose to get rid of them someday, but as long as they are
allowed to exist, we can expect them to produce dividends for all future generations.
Modern Pennsylvanians probably can’t say how or whether they’ve benefited from
the Pennsylvania oil rush of the 1860s,12 but future Alaskans will have one small
tangible program to point to,
The APF is small compared to other SWFs, the largest of which are well over
half a trillion U.S. dollars. The United Arab Emirates has one worth $627 billion;
Saudi Arabia’s is worth $676 billion.13 Norway’s SWF, which has recently reached
$818 billion or about $161,000 for each person, is primarily used to support the
country’s government pension system. 14 Therefore, Norwegian pensions will be
financed by the assets their government owns around the world for generations after
their oil-exports have run out. The fund is now larger than the country’s national debt
($759 billion), so that by some counts, Norway has no national debt. It has a national
surplus.15
These SWFs are examples of governments establishing endowments that work
like the private endowments I discussed above. They can both finance government
spending and grow over time, and if they are managed well they will continue to
provide benefits for future generations. Not all SWFs are people’s endowments
because they are held by authoritarian governments.16 But they demonstrate the
possibility that public agents can build up endowments like the farmer and the
universities in the earlier examples.
The success of these SWFs ought to inspire imitation. If it is a good idea for
Alaskans and Norwegians to be paid for their share of their country’s oil, it must also
be a good thing for Namibians to be paid for their share in the country’s diamonds, for
Jamaicans to be paid for their country’s beaches, for South Africans to be paid for the

country’s gold, for the Swiss to be paid for their banking system, and so on around the
world.
For these reasons, we can learn a lot from nations that have set up SWFs.
However, because the SWF is a relatively new idea that has been tried only in limited
circumstances, I’m worried that they will give people the impression that the
endowment model is far more limited than it is. The rest of this chapter will dispel the
following potential misconceptions demonstrate how much potential the endowment
model has:
1. People might think that the financial fund is the endowment.
Actually, it is our common resources that are the endowment. The
establishment of a financial fund is only one of many things we can do with it.
2. People might think that resource endowments are inherently small or that this
strategy is something only a few nations can do, only in unusual
circumstances, and only for a limited time.
Actually, the all nations have many extremely valuable common resources,
most of them renewable.
3. People might think that getting revenue from resources naturally accompanies
the irresponsible depletion of resources or degradation of the environment.
Actually, a resource endowment requires that resources be managed
responsibly, for the benefit of future generations, and it provides a coherent
mechanism for doing so.
As the following sections explain the benefits of the endowment model, they will also
address these misconceptions.

It’s not the fund it’s the resources
SWFs are financial endowments, but polities’ nonfinancial endowments—
their physical resources—are far more important. The act of creating an SWF is not
the establishment of an endowment; it is the transformation of a physical endowment
into a financial endowment. The most important thing to learn from the actions of
some resource-exporting polities is not that they have set up SWFs, but that they have
stopped giving away resources and started selling them. This perspective reveals the
greater potential of the endowment model and how far short of it most nations
currently fall.
Even the largest SWFs in the world represent a small and narrow model of the
potential for a people’s endowment, because they are made up entirely of financial
assets, and they are usually based entirely on revenue from one or two resources,
which are generally not treated as part of a national endowment. The potential for all
governments to build up SWFs is enormous and the potential for them to build up a
common asset endowment beyond the financial SWF is even greater.
On average, from 1977 to 2010, 87 percent of the State of Alaska’s
government revenue has come from oil taxes, fees, and royalties.17 Several resourceexporting polities (such as Norway, Qatar, the UAE, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia) are
also financing all or most their government spending from resource-revenue.18 They
are, in one important sense, applying the endowment model. Most citizens pay almost
no taxes, less defined by their role as taxpayers and more as owners of shared
resources. Companies who exploit some of the state’s resources pay taxes as a fee for
access.

Unfortunately, most nations, including these, tend to fall short of what is
needed to treat resources as an endowment in several respects. They do not always
apply the model to all resources they privatize. They do not always charge sufficiently
high prices for the resources they do privatize. They do not always save enough of the
revenue from nonrenewable resources. And they do not always take sufficient account
of the rate at which they are depleting nonrenewable resources or of the
environmental impact on future generations of doing so.
The experience in Alaska provides an example of some of these shortcomings.
As mentioned above, the PFD has averaged about $1,213 per person per year and that
it can be expected to continue to give dividends forever—or as long as the legislature
allows the program to continue. Barring a significant change in policy, great luck, or
another resource windfall, the size of the dividend is not likely to rise significantly.
This legacy is small.
The APF and PFD are small partly because Alaska receives a relatively small
portion of the revenue from its oil exports. The state has received about one-third of
the revenue generated by its oil exports. The other two-thirds have gone to private forprofit oil companies. Norway has driven a much harder bargain, receiving 78 percent
of oil revenue, and still finding plenty of oil companies willing to do the drilling.19
Conditions are different in Norway than in Alaska, but it is reasonable to say that
Alaska could have raised roughly twice as much revenue as it has if it drove a
similarly hard bargain.
The other reason that the dividend will have a relatively small impact on
future generations is that Alaska devotes only a small portion of its oil revenue to the
fund. As of 2010, only 18.3% of the state’s oil revenue had been devoted to the
APF.20 One plan that was discussed in Alaska at the outset of the oil boom was to put
all of the state’s oil revenue into an SWF and spend only the interest, gradually
reducing other taxes as revenue from the fund made them unnecessary.21 Had it done
so and had it charged rates similar to Norway to drilling companies, we can
imagine—all else equal—the fund and dividend would now be 10 times their current
levels. That would make the APF more than $500 billion and the PFD $12,000 per
person per year ($48,000 for a family of four).22 Or, if the state devoted half of the
APF’s returns to the dividend and the rest to government spending, the dividend
would be about $6,000 ($24,000 for a family of four) and the state would have $20
billion to spend each year. The State of Alaska spent only a little more than $12
billion in 2013,23 and so they could devote more to the dividend or to other
worthwhile spending such as education and infrastructure. Of course, all else would
not have remained equal, but it is fair to say that Alaska’s fund and dividend could be
several times larger than they are now.
In hindsight, devoting all resource revenue to the fund would have been far
better for current and future Alaskans than what the state government ended up doing:
it gave itself an enormous tax cut at the expense of future generations by eliminating
the income tax in 1980. Lower taxes, of course, are a benefit to for the people, but as
then governor, Jay Hammond argues, the benefit of eliminating the income tax was
felt primary by the wealthiest Alaskans and little if at all by the poorest.24 Alaska
could and should have devoted far more funds to the APF than it did, and as I have
argued elsewhere, it is not too late for Alaska to start devoting more revenue to the
APF in preparation for the eventual loss of oil revenue.25 However, it might not have
been best for Alaska to devote all of its oil revenue to the APF. Alaska badly needed
improvements to its educational system and its infrastructure at the time. These too
are part of the endowment we leave for future generations, and they can be a more

important than any financial legacy we leave future generations.26 Whether Alaska
could have financed the necessary infrastructure spending off of other taxes while it
saved its resource revenue is an academic question, but the importance of this tradeoff
is something all communities with future resource windfalls will have to deal with.
The lack of savings in Alaska and most other resource-exporting nations is not
the result of large and forward-looking infrastructure spending. In effect, by
eliminating the income tax, the current generation of Alaskans is spending a
temporary revenue stream on themselves, depleting a resource forever but leaving a
fiscal cliff for future generations when the oil begins to run low. Similarly, living in
the Persian Gulf, I get the impression that most hydrocarbon exporting nations will
leave neither sufficient physical infrastructure nor sufficient financial savings to
sustain their current level of development when the resource exports run low. These
decisions represent a serious failure of the current generation’s leadership to be a
good custodian of the people’s common inheritance.
The need to save revenue and make appropriate investments is important for
any community receiving a temporary resource revenue stream. The strategy is
simple, but it takes discipline and planning. The community needs to consider how
long the resource windfall is likely to last, what kind of capital and technological
infrastructure will be useful when the resource is gone, and what potential exists for
financial savings. The history of the resource curse demonstrates both the difficulty of
gathering the discipline to turn a temporary resource windfall into a permanent
endowment and the importance of doing so.27

Finance and future generations
The conclusions of last section invite two nearly opposite responses: Can any
amount of financial wealth compensate future generations for the depletion of
resources and damage we do to the environment now? And how and why we should
we financially compensate future generations when a technologically superior future
economy will probably deliver far higher living standards to them? The final section
addresses the first question. I’ll address the second one here.
One might argue that future generations will be so much wealthier than we are
that we have no reason to compensate them, and that we are incapable of doing so
anyway, because everything capable of benefitting people living in the future will
have to come from the resources available at the time they live. Saved money is not a
resource. It is only a claim on resources. Given this obvious fact, assuming the trend
in rising incomes continues, how can and why should the current generation
compensate future generations, financially?
The key to answering both the how and the why is that any generalizations we
make about future generations applies only to the average, not to everyone. A world
with a highly skewed distribution of wealth is nearly the opposite of Lake
Woebegone: most of the children are below average. Privatization—as it is usually
practiced—assigns permanent ownership of resources to some people and not others.
The beneficiaries of privatization can and will pass on the benefits of those resources
to future generations in the form of wealth. If Piketty’s trend continues, the wealth we
privatize today will accumulate returns at a higher rate than the economy grows,
ensuring—before future generations are born—that some will be born to have and
some to have not. The function of a permanent financial endowment is to compensate
those who would otherwise be born with fewer claims on resources for setting that
trend in motion, giving all the members of future generations some of the benefit of

the wealth accumulation our economy will do between now and then and at least
partially counteracting the negative effects of that trend. Conventional privatization
asks people of future generations to concede access to resources to a small group that
the current generation has designated owners of those resources. The current
generation does so for its own financial gain. Therefore, the current generation owes
all the people of future generations a share of that financial gain.
Future generations could rectify economic inequality using the government’s
power to tax and redistribute property that exists in their generation, but it is wrong of
us to put them in the position where they have to do so, when it is entirely possible for
us to expand our productive capacity without creating the problem of excessively
unequal resource ownership for future generations to solved. Problems are usually
more easily prevented than solved, as long as you see them coming. Now that we are
coming to understanding the problems we create by allowing privatized resources to
be accumulated as capital generation after generation,28 we can begin to take action to
prevent them.
This problem is more easily prevented than solved partly because once a given
group has been granted a strong legal rights over specific resources, they gain both the
motivation to protect that privilege and political power with which to do so. The
income tax, the inheritance tax, and the capital gains tax all have political enemies.
The APF has no enemies. It’s just a pool of publicly owned funds. No one feels
inhibited by its existence, even though it is an equalizing mechanism just as much a
redistributive income tax. If it did not exist, some wealthy people would own those
assets instead, and the world would be a little more unequal, but the people in that
group don’t know who they are and can’t easily act as a political constituency to
attack the APF.

Something all nations can do
I have so far argued that some resource-rich nations have made a small start
but could do much more to behave as the custodian’s of their people’s resource
endowment. I now want to show how we can apply this model nations not usually
recognized as resource-rich. The difference between what we usually think of as a
resource-rich nation and what we think of as a resource-poor nation is that resourcerich nations are rich in the kinds of resources governments usually sell and resourcepoor nations are rich in the kinds of resources governments usually give away. All
nations have enormously valuable resources, most of which are being privatized
without any compensation to the people for removing them from the commons. For
example, foreign tourism in beach-destination countries is—financially speaking—
just as much the export of a resource as the oil industry. Yet, to the best of my
knowledge, there are no beach-based SWFs; there are no beach dividends; instead
there often corporate subsidies for development. Bottled water is just as much a
resources, but many companies take it out of the ground (or out of the tap) at no
charge.29
Common assets include the atmosphere, land (both public and private),
mineral extraction (all mining and drilling industries), land value, wind, fisheries, the
broadcast spectrum, the internet, and the financial and monetary system.30 Most of
these are renewable assets that can generate revenue every year without becoming
depleted. Therefore, the revenue can be spent as it comes in and need not be deposited
into an SWF to maintain returns in the future.

A completely renewable resource, the broadcast spectrum, provides a very
good example of the potential of treating common assets as the people’s endowment.
The broadcast spectrum is used by radio, television, cell phones, wireless internet, and
so on. When you pay for these things, you pay partly for the company’s provision of
service, but you also pay for the slice of the broadcast spectrum they own. Their slice
has value because the spectrum is a scarce resource. There is only so available; the
company owns it; and you don’t. Of course, the company didn’t create the broadcast
spectrum. It didn’t invent it. It didn’t discover it. The company owns the broadcast
spectrum because they hold a government lease granting them control over it.
Although most governments legally assert ownership of their country’s
broadcast spectrum,31 in most cases, governments charge little or nothing for leases to
it, granting them to people who are already wealthy and powerful for a token
concession.32 The U.S. government, for example, gave away television-broadcasting
rights largely in exchange for broadcasters’ promise to run occasional public service
announcements.33 A 2003 study evaluated U.S. broadcast spectrum at $301 billion per
year,34 enough to provide a dividend of $1000 for every man, woman, and child in the
United States every year from now on.
By leasing the broadcast spectrum on these terms, the government has created
private property (literally out of thin air), giving away a revenue source worth
approximately one-seventh of government expenditure in the year of the study. The
holders of broadcasting licenses are likely to reinvest much of their returns into
revenue-generating capital, and so the $300 billion of income in any given year is
likely to create addition inequalities every year into the future. Private owners are
building endowments out of the assets they control, because the government does not.
Many other common assets are treated like the broadcast spectrum. The
government created the internet; the community makes it valuable; but private
companies capture the rewards. The government lends money to banks at very low
interest rates and they lend it out to the rest of us at higher rates. The U.S. government
spends enormous sums to bail out banks and other institutions during financial crises,
but does not usually leverage those moves into permanent ownership of anything.35
How big is the potential for revenue from common assets? Gary Flomenhoft
estimates the value of common assets in the “resource-poor” state of Vermont,
including the following assets: air, wildlife and fish, public forests, groundwater,
surface water, minerals, land value, wind, the broadcast spectrum, the internet, the
financial system, and the monetary system. He finds the total rental value of these
assets to be somewhere between 8.86 and 28.31 percent of Vermont’s GDP. The
range is wide because this strategy requires creating auction markets were none exists
now. It is difficult to estimate what the prices in those auctions will be.36
If Flomenhoft’s low estimate is representative of the United States as a whole,
common assets produced $1.28 trillion of revenue per year. If the higher figure is
representative, the amount of rent available is 28.31 percent of the $14.5-trillion GDP
of the United States, or about $4.10 trillion. If half of that ($2.05 trillion) were used
for government spending, it could fund 82 percent of the US government budget. The
other half could fund a dividend of $13,300 per person per year, or $54,200 for a
family of four.37
According to Mark Blyth and Eric Lonergan, the Bank of England, the
European Central Bank, and the Federal Reserve already own assets in excess of 20
percent of their countries’ GDPs.38 That alone would make a good start: something in
the neighborhood of $300 billion in that United States.

In one sense, it doesn’t necessarily matter how much money there is in
treating assets as the people’s endowment. Whether we can raise a little or a lot, we
owe it to ourselves and to future generations to start thinking about our resources as
our endowment, rather than squandering it for the benefit of businesses, and receiving
nothing for it. We need to change our thinking. We need to stop accepting
governments giving away common assets for nothing. We need to stop thinking that
businesses need or deserve free resources just to induce them to provide services
using those resources. If they think they can make money with otherwise common
resources, they should pay the full market value for those resources.

The most important issue isn’t finance
The financial benefits of treating common assets as the people’s endowment
are not the only benefits or necessarily the most important benefits of establishing a
people’s endowment. The most important thing we, the people, do by establishing the
endowment is to assert ownership over our environment as a system. Currently, no
one owns the environment. People own bits and pieces, but no one manages or takes
responsibility for the system. Governments regulate some uses of the environment
here and there but not as part of a systemic plan to restore and maintain a healthy
environment.
To see the natural resource base as the people’s endowment is to see the
natural resource base as our treasure. It has to be managed for the long-term benefit of
the people—in every sense in which it benefits the people. Any proposal to exploit
resources has to be considered against the overriding goal of maintaining a health
environment.
It’s unreasonable to think that no natural resources should ever be converted
into consumption or investment goods. To take such a proposition literally would
mean that humans could not construct homes, build fires to heat them, or bring food
home to eat in them. Some amount of consumption has to be able to justify some
amount of alteration of human environment. The environmental problem is not that
we have made environmental tradeoffs, and the solution is not to reject all
environmental tradeoffs. The environmental problem is that we have ignored tradeoffs
as if we can convert any resource into consumption or investment at no environmental
cost. For centuries any land that was not economically exploited was called
“wasteland.”39
Even today environmental regulations tend not to be based on a careful
accounting of the costs involved. Some actions (such as chlorofluorocarbon
emissions) are limited or prohibited; other actions (such as most green house gas
emissions) are allowed freely or freely up to the limit,40 as if anything not prohibited
imposes no costs on others. Some things must be prohibited, but there is no
environmental free lunch: the conversion of natural resources into consumption and
investment always involves an environmental tradeoff that will affect all future
generations. Environmental accounting—the effort to make these tradeoffs explicit—
is still in its infancy, and little, if any, public policy around the world incorporates
realistic accounting of environmental tradeoffs,41 and then, as I’ve argued above, the
purchase price for the permission to exploit any resource has to justify that tradeoff.
A good custodian of the people’s property doesn’t give it away for free and doesn’t
sell it below cost. A simple application of Adam Smith’s invisible hand theory42
implies that users of resources will overexploit them unless they pay the
environmental costs of their use. Charging for something discourages its use.

Charging for resources is a powerful tool to protect the environment. Even though this
tool has a very important side benefit of raising enormous amounts of revenue, it’s
rarely used today.
There are difficult political economy issues in determining environmental
costs to current and future generations. But, right now, governments are not doing it at
all. Any effort to value our resource endowment is a step forward. It will be a great
deal of effort to do it well. One advantages is that once we tie government revenue to
the value of the resource endowment, we give government an incentive to put a high
value on the resource base.
One might think that if we start charging businesses for resources, we will
start privatizing even more of our environment to make more money. I want to argue
that the opposite is true. People have been depleting our resource base for thousands
of years without paying dividends. Throughout history, resources have typically been
up for grabs in a free-for-all or given away by governments to crony capitalists. In
either case, people have incentive to exploit resources to extinction. There are
thousands of examples going back to prehistory.43 No one got a dividend for the
hunting of the moa or the dodo. Under crony capitalism, neither government nor
business accountable for the effects of their actions on future generations as they
would be they were under the scrutiny of a public wanting to get the most out of its
resources. The assertion of ownership of our common resources will provide the
mechanism to manage and maintain our environment and make users of resources
accountable.
It is possible that people of the current generation could be shortsighted and
manage resources in a way that is detrimental to future generations, but I have argued
that charging for use discourages use. It seems dangerous to reject that tool for fear
that receiving money would make policymakers any more willing to privatize
resources than they already are. I will give three reasons that the people have much
less reason to do so that people will be significantly less shortsighted under the
endowment model than under more conventional practices.44
1. The community needs to think like an owner. The right to demand payment
for the use of an asset is the assertion of ownership over it, and with ownership
confers not only the right to receive income from an asset but also the rights to control
and manage that asset.45 If corporations own the resources, the people are the hired
help. Once the people think of themselves as owners, businesses work for
communities rather than the other way around. When private companies own the
environment, any government action to protect it is “interference” with the powers
that naturally flow from ownership. Once we establish the people as owners of the
environment, government as custodian, and private companies as the hired help,
environmental protections naturally follow from the people’s ownership.
Environmental regulation of privately owned resources is the attempt to make up for
conceding powers that never should have been conceded to begin with.
Ownership (and the management power that goes with it) is the solution to the
tragedy of the commons, which is somewhat of a misnomer. “The tragedy of the
commons” refers to the problem of unmanaged non-ownership rather than managed
common ownership. The name comes from theorized pastoralists who have an
incentive to over-graze a common field that none of them owns.46 One solution is to
divide the field into private property, but another solution is to formalize collective
ownership of the common field, establishing an authority with the power to set rules
individual access to the common field.47

The tragedy of the unmanaged commons drives much of our environmental
problems today. Firms do not usually waste the resources they own; they find ways to
waste the resources that remain unowned or that are owned by others with less power.
Agribusiness firms do not overgraze their own fields or to butcher their own herds to
extinction as passing sailors butchered the dodo,48 but they do have incentive to
overwhelm the watershed with excessive cattle excrement, hormones, fertilizer, and
other pollutants.49 They do so because the community has never truly asserted
ownership of the watershed. They have never appointed any authority to say this is
people’s watershed; you harm the people if you damage it; here is what you can and
can’t do with it; and this is the price of what you can do.
2. The community needs to think like a monopolist. An interesting thing
happens when a community stops giving away resources for nothing: it can sell less
and get much more revenue. That’s possible because the community becomes a
monopolist with corresponding price-setting power. This statement is less true of a
resource like oil, which is sold a world market. But even the poorest countries have
monopoly power over many valuable assets, including local real estate, the monetary
system, and the broadcast spectrum. If you want to broadcast in Bangladesh, you have
to buy (or be given) a slice of the Bangladeshi broadcast spectrum.
Monopolists don’t selling all they can at the lowest prices—depleting the very
resources that give them the monopoly power. They restrict supply to obtain higher
prices. Every profit-seeking private monopolist does this, but the institutions with the
greatest power to become monopolists—the world’s governments—usually fail to use
this power over their resources. The people need to think not of unloading their
precious resources at bargain prices, but of holding them back to see how much
money they can get. Resources kept in their natural state are not going away. They
maintain and often increase in value. I believe that one of the reasons so many
governments have failed to take advantage of their price setting power is the
reluctance to think of the people as owners. The assertion of monopoly power will
follow naturally from the assertion of ownership.
3. The community should think like not just any monopolist; they should think
like Johnny Carson. Who? In the late 1970s and ’80s, he was the highest-paid
television entertainer in the world.50 His command over a huge audience gave him
monopoly power, which he used first to demand more money, but at one point, he
started turning down offers for more money in favor of more time off. He eventually
reduced is workload to the point at which he worked only four days a week, eight
months per year.
This isn’t what most monopolists do with their businesses. If you have widget
monopoly, and your machines can do nothing else but produce widgets, you work
them as much as necessary to maximize your profit. Johnny Carson wasn’t bargaining
with a machine, he was bargaining with a resource that had tremendous nonmarket
value—in this case his own time. The same is true for all natural resources and our
environment as a system. This fact, so obvious to Johnny Carson, is apparently lost on
most of the policymakers of the world. The wealthier he became from selling his
time, the more time off he could afford. He restricted the supply of his time beyond
the profit-maximizing point, because no amount of money was worth that much
sacrifice of his time. We, as a community, need to apply this kind of thinking to our
resources.
Our environment—left alone and unexploited—is the most important part of
our endowment. If we do not leave our descendants a healthy environment,
everything thing else we leave them is worthless. If we restrict supply beyond the

profit-maximizing point, we can have bigger parks, cleaner air, a healthier
environment, and make a higher return from the resources that we do exploit. We
aren’t doing this now, partly because we don’t have enough democracy, but also
because we’re not looking where the money is. Once we see the financial value of our
resources, we need to realize they also have an inherent value much of which isn’t
worth being sacrificed for any about of financial gain.
Of course we need to make sure that the terms of use are loose enough to
allow individual flexibility in the projects they will pursue. Access to resources needs
to be open to all people on the same basis without discrimination. And everyone has
to have access to enough resources to afford the basics of life. But anyone who takes
resources for their own needs to pay back to the community for those resources, and
that payback must be sufficient to make the tradeoff valuable for us and for all our
descendants.
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